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“Previously, you spoke arrogantly and wanted to deal with White Tiger Li Tian alone. Now, I’ll fulfill your 

wish. I will definitely not interfere in this battle. If you can survive, then tell me about becoming an 

immortal.” Xiao Yan said sarcastically. His mentality changed a little and he revealed a playful smile. He 

was a little angry at himself for sulking over an ant. 

 

In any case, he was going to die later. Why was he talking so much nonsense? 

 

After thinking this through, Xiao Yan gradually relaxed. He didn’t believe that Ye Qiu could defeat Li Tian. 

And if he failed, he would only die, and there would be no future Immortal Ascension for him. 

 

Hearing this, Ye Qiu smiled faintly and said seriously, “Okay, then Young Master Xiao, please watch and 

learn well. The following scene is all about details. You must watch carefully. It might be very helpful to 

your cultivation.” 

 

Xiao Yan’s eyes turned cold. He was a Perfected Immortal. Was there a need for him to learn the combat 

experience of a Martial Monarch realm expert? 

 

Ye Qiu was teasing him with just a few words, stimulating his nerves. 

 

At this moment, Li Tian was very angry. He roared. 

 

“Roar!” 

 

A deafening voice instantly resounded a million miles into the sea. He was really angry.?Damn it, can 

you respect me? No matter what, I’m still the patriarch of the White Tiger God Clan. Yet, you guys are 

chatting with each other and not respecting me at all. 

 

This roar ended this tit-for-tat conversation in advance. 



 

Lian Feng looked at Ye Qiu worriedly and said, “Qiu, be careful. If you can’t defeat him, don’t force 

yourself.” 

 

She really wanted to help Ye Qiu vent his anger, especially when she saw Xiao Yan mocking him. 

However, she had yet to obtain the approval of the Heaven Mending Pavilion and did not have the right 

to convince these young geniuses. 

 

At this moment, she was also very angry. After she attained the Greater Dao realm and became an 

immortal, she would definitely let these insufferably arrogant geniuses understand that they were not 

inferior to anyone. 

 

...... 

 

Ye Qiu stroked her pretty face and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll be back soon.” 

 

Those words were said with incomparable confidence. Lian Feng was obsessed with it and believed in 

the man in front of her. No matter what happened, he was always so confident and calm. 

 

Ye Qiu’s sword soared into the sky. Some were excited, some were worried, and some were waiting for 

him to be slapped in the face. 

 

The best representative was none other than Xiao Yan. 

 

“Hmph, I want to see how he dies later.” 

 

He was already prepared to save the situation after Ye Qiu died. How could he be missing from such a 

scene? 

 



The murderous aura that soared into the sky had already filled the sky. Blood energy swelled, dyeing the 

world blood-red. 

 

White Tiger Li Tian had already completely fused with the divine power of the Blood Clan. His strength 

had increased greatly, and everyone felt the threat of death. 

 

That terrifying cold blood energy continuously pierced through people’s hearts and emitted cold 

trembling. 

 

“Damn it! I’ll bury all of you.” 

 

Li Tian was really angry. He had been ignored since the three people from the Heaven Mending Pavilion 

arrived. He had never suffered such humiliation in millions of years. 

 

The anger in his heart completely ignited the blood energy in his body, and his aura actually doubled. 

 

Seeing this scene, Feng Tianyu was shocked and whispered, “Not good, this guy lost control of his 

emotions and stimulated his blood energy. His strength has increased several times. This guy is in 

danger.” 

 

Hearing his words, Meng Tianzheng and the others were shocked and couldn’t help but worry about Ye 

Qiu’s safety. 

 

At this time, Xiao Yan was definitely the happiest. He said, “Hmph, arrogant kid, it’s time to pay for your 

arrogance.” 

 

Suddenly, there was a shocking bang. It was as if the world had exploded, and Li Tian opened his bloody 

mouth. 

 



In an instant, a power that was enough to destroy the world erupted. Everyone was instantly terrified. 

Such terrifying power had already exceeded the limits of what the mortal world could withstand. 

 

Li Tian left the abyss and angrily slapped down, wanting to kill Ye Qiu with one palm. 

 

In a flash, Ye Qiu’s body was as light as a swallow, and he quickly dodged like a Kun Peng spreading its 

wings. 

 

Xiao Yan and the others were instantly shocked when they saw the flickering exquisite sky-blue runes. 

 

“Kun Peng Treasure Technique!” 

 

Feng Tianyu looked at the scene in the sky in disbelief. At this moment, they finally knew where Ye Qiu’s 

confidence came from. 

 

Moreover, this was far from over. 

 

The battle was about to begin. In a flash, Li Tian launched seven consecutive attacks, but Ye Qiu dodged 

them one by one. In his anger, he directly attracted the Nine Heavens Divine Lightning. It instantly 

locked Ye Qiu within it. 

 

“Kid, aren’t you good at dodging? Let’s see how you dodge now.” 

 

Li Tian gradually became furious. The moment the ten thousand lightning bolts locked onto Ye Qiu, a hot 

blood ball instantly condensed in front of his chest. 

 

In an instant, it smashed over. A shocking power erupted, emitting a deafening sound in the sky. 

 



“No!” 

 

Seeing this scene, Lian Feng panicked. She didn’t believe that Ye Qiu would lose just like that. He hadn’t 

even drawn his sword. 

 

Just as she was about to step forward, a green light emitted from the blood mist. 

 

In an instant, a loud boom sounded. The blood ball exploded, and a white-clothed youth walked out. His 

body was not stained with any blood. 

 

Everyone was shocked. How did he do it? 

 

Even Xiao Yan revealed a look of disbelief. 

 

Ye Qiu strolled through the clouds with a sword in one hand. He sneered and said, “Haha, old fellow, it’s 

my turn after you finish your three strikes, right?” 
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“What!” 

 

Li Tian’s pupils constricted and his expression instantly tightened. He couldn’t believe that his 

continuous attacks didn’t hurt Ye Qiu at all. 

 

After careful observation, he discovered that there was a golden rune flowing on Ye Qiu’s body. It 

accompanied the Chaos Green Lotus in his body and continuously purified the bewitching technique 

around him. 

 



Li Tian panicked. He had never encountered such a difficult opponent. 

 

The Immortal Slayer in Ye Qiu’s hand emitted a blood-colored light. For a moment, an even more 

shocking vicious aura erupted. With an absolute suppression, he devoured the blood energy condensed 

from Li Tian. This sudden reversal shocked everyone. 

 

“No… impossible.” 

 

Li Tian was even more shocked. That was the strongest divine power precious technique of the Blood 

Clan. How could Ye Qiu suppress his technique? 

 

Ye Qiu smiled playfully and said, “Old fellow, let’s end it here. I’ll let you feel what a true murderous 

aura is.” 

 

As soon as he finished speaking, the Immortal Slayer let out a shocking bang. A murderous aura erupted 

and covered the entire East Sea. 

 

That soaring murderous aura shocked everyone until their faces turned pale and they fell into endless 

fear. 

 

“No… How is this possible?” 

 

At this moment, even the insufferably arrogant Xiao Yan revealed a look of fear. 

 

Ye Qiu slashed out with his sword, as if he was separating the world. That shocking sword shook the 

surroundings. 


